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This Online Appendix contains additional results and details regarding the empirical
facts presented in Section I of the paper (Online Appendix A), additional details on the
dynamic business cycle model of Section III (Online Appendix B), as well as a brief
overview of the empirical literature on seniority structures and debt covenants (Online
Appendix C).

A. Empirical Facts
In Appendix A.1, we provide additional results on the dynamic co-movement between
output and rm credit, and output and rm assets. Details on data sources follow in
Appendix A.2.

A.1. Additional Results
Figure A.1 repeats the exercise from Figure 2 in the main text using quarterly data.
The bars to the left of Figure A.1 show pairwise correlations between total rm credit
growth in quarter

t

and GDP growth in quarter

t + x.

The bars to the right show

the corresponding correlations between corporate debt and corporate value added. The
results conrm the slow-moving behavior of debt. The correlations peak at a lag of ve
to six quarters (rm credit vs. GDP growth) and seven quarters (corporate credit vs.
corporate value added), respectively.
For completeness, we also calculate the dynamic co-movement between rm assets
and output.

Figure A.2 shows annual growth rates of real rm assets (book value,

marked-to-market) together with annual growth of real GDP. In contrast to rm debt,
rm assets do not lag output growth. This is conrmed by Figure A.3 which displays
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pairwise correlations between asset growth (both marked-to-market and at historical
cost) and output growth at various time lags.

Figure A.1: Correlations Firm Credit Growth

t

with Output Growth

t+x

(Flow of

Funds)

Bars show pairwise correlations. The left bars show correlations between quarterly growth of real
total debt of non-nancial rms at the end of period t and real GDP growth in period t + x. The right
bars show correlations between quarterly growth of real total debt of non-nancial corporate rms at
the end of period t and real growth of non-nancial corporate value added in period t + x. All variables
are seasonally adjusted. Data is from the Flow of Funds 1984-2015.
Note:

A.2. Data Sources
The data used in Section I of the main text is from the Flow of Funds Accounts of the
US Federal Reserve Board and from Compustat. Consumer price data comes from the
US Bureau of Labor Statistics.

A.2.1. Flow of Funds Data
Annual data retrieved from the Flow of Funds:

GDP

is 'Gross domestic product' (Flow

Firm Credit is 'Nonnancial business; debt securities
(FL144104005.A). Leverage is Firm Credit divided by the sum

of Funds code FU086902005.A).
and loans; liability'

of 'Nonnancial corporate business; total assets' (FL102000005.A) and 'Nonnancial
noncorporate business; total assets' (FL112000005.A). These variables measure assets
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Figure A.2: Firm Asset Growth and GDP

(solid red line, right axis) is annual growth of end-of-year real total assets (book
value, marked-to-market) of non-nancial rms. GDP Growth (dashed black line, left axis) is annual
growth of real GDP. Data comes from the Flow of Funds.
Note: Asset Growth

at book value and marked-to-market.

For the book value at historical cost, we use

'Nonnancial corporate business; total assets at historical cost' (FL102000115.A).

porate Credit

Cor-

is 'Nonnancial corporate business; debt securities and loans; liability'

(FL104104005.A).

Corporate Value Added

is 'Nonnancial corporate business; gross

value added' (FU106902501.A).
Annual ow variables are deated using the annual 'CPI-All Urban Consumers' from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. End-of-year stock variables are deated using the seasonally adjusted December value of the 'CPI-All Urban Consumers'.
Figure A.1 uses seasonally adjusted quarterly Flow of Funds data.

GDP

is 'Gross

Firm Credit is 'Nonnancial business; debt secuCorporate Credit is 'Nonnancial corporate
liability' (LA104104005.Q). Corporate Value Added

domestic product' (FA086902005.Q).

rities and loans; liability' (FL144104005.Q).
business; debt securities and loans;

is 'Nonnancial corporate business; gross value added' (FA106902501.Q).
Quarterly ow variables are deated using the quarter average of the seasonally adjusted monthly 'CPI-All Urban Consumers'. End-of-quarter stock variables are deated
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t with Output Growth t+x (Flow of Funds)
Bars show pairwise correlations. The left bars show correlations between annual growth of real
total assets (book value, marked-to-market) of non-nancial rms at the end of year t and real GDP
growth in year t + x. The bars in the center show correlations between annual growth of real total assets
(book value, marked-to-market) of non-nancial corporate rms at the end of year t and real growth of
non-nancial corporate value added in year t + x. The bars to the right show the corresponding values
for real total assets measured at historical cost instead of marked-to-market. Data comes from the Flow
of Funds 1984-2015.

Figure A.3: Correlations Firm Asset Growth
Note:

using the end-of-quarter value of the seasonally adjusted monthly 'CPI-All Urban Consumers'.

A.2.2. Compustat Data
We use rm-level data from Compustat 1984-2015. To facilitate comparison with the
Flow of Funds data, we only include Compustat rm-year observations which are reported in December of a given year. We also exclude nancial rms (SIC codes 60006999) as well as rm-year observations with an ISO Currency Code dierent from US

Firm Debt (annual data
Sales (data item 12), and those that do not report
Long-term Debt (data item 9), Firm Debt, or Sales. The Long-term Debt Share is Longterm Debt (data item 9) divided by Firm Debt (data item 34 + data item 9). Total
Firm Debt in our Compustat sample is on average about 90% of non-nancial corporate
Dollar.

Furthermore, we exclude observations with negative

item number 34 + data item 9) or

debt from the Flow of Funds.

B. Business Cycle Model
In Appendix B, we provide details of our solution method for the business cycle model
with long-term and short-term debt (B.1), dene key model variables and describe the
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construction of their empirical counterparts (B.2), provide results on parameter sensitivity (B.3), and lay out the setup of the frictionless model (
short-term debt model (

STD Model,

FL Model,

B.4) and the

B.5) used in Figure 6 of the main text, as well as

Constr. E., B.6).

the constrained ecient allocation used in Figure 7 (

B.1. Solution Method
This appendix presents a detailed description of the computational procedure that is
used to nd the equilibrium of the benchmark model with long-term and short-term
debt laid out in Section III.F of the main text.
We compute the equilibrium of a dynamic open economy business cycle model with
a given international risk-free rate

r

and an endogenous wage

w.

Due to distortionary

taxes, default, and lack of commitment, the equilibrium allocation is inecient.

One

cannot directly compute a centralized solution but must solve the decentralized equilibrium allocation. All agents take the factor prices

r

and

w
z0

as given. The aggregate

S consists of aggregate productivity
and the aggregate stock
0
of existing debt B : S = (z , B). Given the current aggregate state S and a law of
0
motion S = F (S), agents forecast current and future values of the wage w(S). There
state of the economy

is a constant unit mass of ex-ante identical rms. The endogenous state variable of an
0
0
L
individual rm is b. In equilibrium, we therefore have: B = b = (1 − γ)b̃ .
We nd the global solution to the dynamic rm problem in (24) and the equilibrium
dened in Section III.F by value function iteration with interpolation. The key diculty
L
consists in nding the equilibrium price of long-term debt p . Optimal rm behavior
L
depends on p
which itself depends on the expected future price of long-term debt
which in turn depends on future rm behavior. We solve this xed point problem by
computing the equilibrium of a nite-horizon economy.

Starting from a nal date

T,

we iterate backward until all prices and quantities have converged. We then treat the
rst-period equilibrium allocation as the equilibrium of the innite-horizon economy.
L
0
Given that the continuation value of an individual rm V ((1 − γ)b̃ , S ) and the future
L
0
price of long-term debt g((1 − γ)b̃ , S ) are zero in the nal period T , this is a suitable
starting point for the iteration process.
The computational procedure is implemented in Matlab. To compute the solution of
the rm problem (24), we create grids for the endogenous state of an individual rm
b, the endogenous state of the aggregate economy B , and the exogenous state z 0 . For

b,

#b grid points and support [0, b̄], where b̄ is set suciently
(1 − γ)b̃ (b, S) < b̄ for all rm states (b, S). The grid for B is identical.
0
The stochastic process of ln z is approximated using a grid with #z grid points and
a transition matrix Π constructed following the Rouwenhorst method as in Kopecky
and Suen (2010). The results presented in the paper are computed using #b = 10,
b̄ = 0.3, and #z = 5. This yields a state space (b, S) with 10 × 10 × 5 = 500 grid points.
we use a linear grid with
L

high such that

Convergence is typically achieved after about 300 periods. Thanks to interpolation, the
computational procedure is robust to variations in
carried out computations using

#b = 8, #b = 20,

highly similar.
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or

#b and #z . For instance, we have
#z = 3. In all cases, the results are

The algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Start at nal date
of long-term debt

T . Set the value function VT (biT , ST ) = 0 and the price function
gT (biT , ST ) = 0 for all (biT , ST ).

2. At the end of period

T − 1,

apply the following steps:

a) Given the aggregate state

ST −1 = (zT , BT −1 ),

guess aggregate rm capital

KT (ST −1 ).
b) Given

KT (ST −1 ),

aggregate labor demand is found by using rms' rst order
ψζ
d
1/(1−ζ(1−ψ))
condition for labor (19): LT = (ζ(1 − ψ)zT KT /wT )
. Aggregate
1/θ
s
labor supply follows from (26): LT = wT . Using labor market clearing,
compute the equilibrium wage wT .

KT (ST −1 ) has provided us with an initial guess
Given this guess for wT , solve the rm-level problem (24) for
(biT −1 , ST −1 ) with biT −1 = BT −1 .

c) The guess for



for

wT (ST −1 ).

the rm state

In this nal period, no new long-term debt is issued and all existing
L
long-term debt matures at time T : b̃iT = biT −1 with γ = 1. The rm
problem at the end of period T − 1 can be re-written in terms of only two
S
choice variables: kiT and b̃iT . Given zT , kiT , and wT , individual labor
L
S
demand liT is given by (19). Using zT , kiT , liT , b̃iT , b̃iT , and wT , we
can compute rm output yiT , the asset value in case of default q(εiT ),
and the threshold value ε̄iT . This determines the default probability
√ 

Φ(ε̄iT ) = 21 1 + erf ε̄iT /(σε 2) .



Using

ε̄iT , Φ(ε̄iT ), b̃SiT , b̃LiT ,

and

q iT ,

εiT

given by (22). The fact that

the price of short-term debt

pSiT −1

is

is drawn from a continuous probability
ε̄iT and the bond price pSiT −1

distribution implies that the threshold value
are continuous as well.



Using these constraints, numerically solve for the combination of rm
S
capital kiT and short-term debt b̃iT that maximizes the rm objective in
(24). None of the rm choices is restricted to lie on a grid. The dividend
payout constraint
exact value of

ẽ

ẽ

is set such that it is not binding in equilibrium. The

does not aect equilibrium variables.

Note that the bond price

pSit

is pinned down by the rm's current policy.

The equilibrium bond price and rm policy are computed in a single step.
It is not necessary to compute bond prices for all possible rm actions
in an 'outer loop' before computing optimal rm policy in a subsequent
`inner loop'. Avoiding this `inner loop-outer loop' procedure reduces the
number of necessary computations.
d) Compare the solution of the rm problem for capital

kiT

to the guess

KT .

Because there is a constant unit mass of ex-ante identical rms, these two
s
must be identical in equilibrium. In this case, aggregate labor supply LT is
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equal to aggregate labor demand

LdT = liT

clears. If the absolute distance between

at the wage

kiT

and

KT

wT .

The labor market

is below a pre-dened

tolerance level, continue to the next step, otherwise update

KT

and return to

step 2b.

the solution to (24) for all

w(ST −1 ) and the solution to the rm
(biT −1 , ST −1 ) with biT −1 = BT −1 , we compute
rm states (biT −1 , ST −1 ) with biT −1 6= BT −1 . The

w(ST −1 )

is held constant during this step because it only

e) Once we have found the equilibrium wage
problem (24) for the rm state
equilibrium wage

depends on the aggregate state

ST −1 .

VT −1 (biT −1 , ST −1 ) and the price
gT −1 (biT −1 , ST −1 ) in all rm states (biT −1 , ST −1 ).

f ) Use these results to store the value function
function of long-term debt

t < T −1, apply the following steps. They closely follow the procedure
T −1, with the addition of long-term debt b̃Lit+1 as a new choice variable
law of motion St+1 = Ft (St ).

3. In all periods
from period
and the

a) Given the aggregate state
b) Given

Kt+1 (St ),

St = (zt+1 , Bt ), guess aggregate rm capital Kt+1 (St ).

compute the equilibrium wage

c) Guess a value for the future aggregate state
process of zt+1 ,
St+1 = Ft (St ).

Bt+1 .

as in step 2b above.

Together with the stochastic

this yields a candidate law of motion for the aggregate state

i. Given the current guess for

Ft (St ), solve
bit = Bt .


wt+1

wt+1

St+1 =
(bit , St ) with

and the candidate law of motion

the rm-level problem (24) for the rm state

t can be re-written in terms
S
of three choice variables: capital kit+1 , short-term debt b̃it+1 , and
L
long-term debt b̃it+1 . Compute individual labor demand lit+1 , rm
output yit+1 , and the asset value in case of default q(εit+1 ). The
The rm problem at the end of period

t + 1 (as computed previously)
L
provides the value function Vt+1 ((1 − γ)b̃it+1 , St+1 ). Use it together
with St+1 = Ft (St ) to compute the threshold value ε̄it+1 and the
default probability Φ(ε̄it+1 ). As above, none of the rm choices is
restricted to lie on a grid. To compute the exact solution of ε̄it+1 ,
L
o-grid values of Vt+1 ((1 − γ)b̃it+1 , St+1 ) are approximated by cubic
solution to the equilibrium of period

interpolation.



The price of short-term debt

pSit

is computed as above.

The key
L
equilibrium variable of the model is the price of long-term debt pit
as given by (23). It not only depends on the rm's current behavior
but also on the future price of long-term debt which in turn depends
on future rm behavior.

t+1

The solution to the equilibrium of period

(as computed previously) provides the future long-term debt
L
price gt+1 ((1 − γ)b̃it+1 , St+1 ). Use it together with St+1 = Ft (St ) to
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pLit . To compute the exact solution of pLit , o-grid values of
gt+1 ((1 − γ)b̃Lit+1 , St+1 ) are approximated by cubic interpolation. The
fact that εit+1 is drawn from a continuous probability distribution
S
L
implies that pit and pit are continuous as well.
compute



Using these constraints, numerically solve for the combination of
kit+1 , b̃Sit+1 , and b̃Lit+1 , that maximizes the rm objective in (24). As
above, none of the rm choices is restricted to lie on a grid. The
dividend payout constraint

ẽ is set such that it is not binding in equiẽ does not aect equilibrium variables.

librium. The exact value of

Note that the equilibrium bond prices

pSit

and

pLit

are pinned down

by the rm's current and future policy. Equilibrium bond prices and
rm policy are computed in a single step.

It is not necessary to

compute bond prices for all possible rm actions in an 'outer loop'
before computing optimal rm policy in a subsequent `inner loop'.
Avoiding this `inner loop-outer loop' procedure reduces the number
of necessary computations.
ii. Compare the solution of the rm problem for the future stock of existing
L
debt bit+1 = (1−γ)b̃it+1 to the guess Bt+1 . Because there is a constant unit
mass of ex-ante identical rms, these two must be identical in equilibrium.
If the absolute distance between bit+1 and

Bt+1 is below a pre-dened level
Bt+1 and
= Ft (St ), and return to step 3(c)i.

of tolerance, continue to step 3d, otherwise update the guess
the candidate law of motion

St+1

d) Compare the solution of the rm problem for capital

kit+1

to the guess

Kt+1 .

Because there is a constant unit mass of ex-ante identical rms, these two
must be identical in equilibrium.
the absolute distance between

kit+1

In this case, the labor market clears.
and

Kt+1

If

is below a pre-dened tolerance

level, continue to the next step, otherwise update

KT

and return to step 3c.

w(St ) and the solution to the rm
problem (24) for the rm state (bit , St ) with bit = Bt , we compute the solution
to (24) for all rm states (bit , St ) with bit 6= Bt .

e) Once we have found the equilibrium wage

Vt (bit , St )
states (bit , St ).

f ) Use these results to store the value function
of long-term debt

gt (bit , St )

in all rm

and the price function

Vt (bit , St ) and Vt+1 (bit+1 , St+1 ), and between
gt+1 (bit+1 , St+1 ) are above a pre-dened level of tolerance, continue with period t−1. If the absolute distances are below the tolerance level,

g) If the absolute distances between

gt (bit , St )

and

the equilibrium allocation is found.

B.2. Model Moments and Empirical Moments
In this section, we dene key model variables (B.2.1) and describe the construction of
their empirical counterparts (B.2.2 and B.2.3).
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Table B.1: Business Cycle Model - Variables

yt − f − ξ

GDP
Total debt
Leverage: Firm debt / Firm assets
Long-term debt share

R ε̄t
−∞

q t ϕ(ε) dε − H(b̃St+1 , b̃Lt+1 , bt+1 )
γ+c L
1+c S
D ≡ 1+r
b̃ + γ+r
b̃
D/k
1 γ+c 1−γ L
b̃
D γ+r 1+r
1+r
γ+r

Macaulay duration

Φ(ε̄)
sp ≡
− (1 + r)
γ+c
L
sp ≡ pL + 1 − γ − (1 + r)
L
b̃S
L
× spS + b̃Sb̃+b̃−b
L −b × sp
b̃S +b̃L −b
spL − spS

Default rate

S

Short-term spread
Long-term spread
Average credit spread
Spread term structure

1+c
pS

B.2.1. Model Moments
Table B.1 denes key model variables. Detailed derivations are provided below.
The total amount of rm debt is the present value of future debt payments discounted
at the riskless rate

r:

1+c S γ+c L
γ+c L
γ+c L
b̃ +
b̃ + (1 − γ)
b̃ + (1 − γ)2
b̃ + ...
2
1+r
1+r
(1 + r)
(1 + r)3
j
∞ 
1+c S γ +c LX 1−γ
1+c S γ+c L
=
b̃ +
b̃
b̃ +
b̃
=
1+r
1 + r j=0 1 + r
1+r
γ+r

D=

(A1)

The long-term debt share of a given rm is the present value of debt payments due more

D:


γ+c L
1
2 γ +c
L
b̃ + (1 − γ)
b̃ + ...
(1 − γ)
D
(1 + r)2
(1 + r)3
1 γ+c1−γ L
=
b̃
Dγ+r1+r

than one year from today divided by the total amount of rm debt

(A2)

The Macaulay duration is the weighted average term to maturity of the cash ows from
a bond divided by the price:

∞
1 X
c+γ
c+γ 1+r
µ= L
j(1 − γ)j−1
= L
j
pr j=1
(1 + r)
pr (γ + r)2
where

pLr

(A3)

is the price of a riskless long-term bond:

pLr

=

∞
X

(1 − γ)j−1

j=1
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c+γ
c+γ
=
(1 + r)j
r+γ

(A4)

It follows for the Macaulay duration:

µ=

1+r
γ+r

(A5)

The short-term spread compares the gross return (in the absence of default) from buying
a short-term bond with the riskless rate:

1+c
− (1 + r)
pS

(A6)

The long-term spread compares the gross return (in the absence of default and assuming
pL is constant) from buying a long-term bond with the riskless rate:

γ+c
γ + c + (1 − γ)pL
− (1 + r) = L + 1 − γ − (1 + r)
L
p
p

(A7)

B.2.2. Empirical Moments Table 2
Leverage and the long-term debt share are from Compustat for the years 1984-2015. We
exclude nancial rms (SIC codes 6000-6999) and utilities (SIC 4900-4949) as well as
rm-year observations with an ISO Currency Code dierent from US Dollar.
Leverage is the average of the aggregate book value of total debt (annual data item
34 + data item 9) over the aggregate book value of total rm assets (at historical cost,
data item 6). The long-term debt share is the average of aggregate debt with remaining
term to maturity of more than one year (data item 9) over aggregate total rm debt
(data item 34 + data item 9).
The average credit spread is from Adrian et al. (2013), Table 2, who use micro data on
new debt issuances of various maturities by US corporations 1998-2010. We target the
issuance amount weighted average spread on all loan and bond issuances. The model
counterpart is the issuance weighted average of the credit spread on short-term debt and
long-term debt as dened in Table B.1.

B.2.3. Empirical Moments Table 3
Annual data on GDP and total debt in Table 3 of the main text is from the Flow of
Funds 1984-2015. This is the same data as used in Figure 1 and Figure 2 of the main
text (see Appendix A.2 for details). The moments for total debt are calculated using
data for all non-nancial rms. Results are highly similar if we restrict ourselves to the
corporate sector.
Leverage,

b/k ,

and the long-term debt share are calculated using annual Compustat

data 1984-2015. To facilitate comparison with the Flow of Funds data, we only include
Compustat rm-year observations which are reported in December of a given year. We
exclude nancial rms (SIC codes 6000-6999) and utilities (SIC 4900-4949) as well as
rm-year observations with an ISO Currency Code dierent from US Dollar. Furthermore, we exclude observations which report negative
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Firm Debt

(data item 34 + data

Sales (data item 12), as well as those which do
Long-term Debt (data item 9), Firm Debt, or Sales.
Leverage is the average of the aggregate book value of
item 9) or

not report information on
total

Firm Debt

b/k at the
t − 1 with

aggregate book value of total rm assets (at historical cost, data item 6).
end of year

t

over the

is the CPI-deated stock of aggregate debt at the end of year

remaining term to maturity of more than one year (data item 9) divided by CPI-deated
total assets at the end of year

t

(data item 6). The long-term debt share is the average

of aggregate debt at the end of year

t

with remaining term to maturity of more than

one year (data item 9) over aggregate total

Firm Debt

at the end of year

t

(data item

34 + item 9).
The default rate is from from Giesecke et al. (2014). It denotes the total defaulted
value of US corporate debt over total par value at annual frequency (1984-2012).
Data on credit spreads is from the FRED database of the St. Louis Fed 1997-2015.
We use this data source because it provides time series on credit spreads broken down by
dierent maturities.

Average Credit Spread

Option-Adjusted Spread.

is the ICE BofAML US Corporate Master

This is a market capitalization-weighted average of option-

adjusted spreads of US investment grade corporate bonds (remaining maturity above
one year, minimum amount outstanding of
relative to a spot Treasury curve.

250

million USD, currently not in default)

The model counterpart is the issuance weighted

average of the credit spread on short-term debt and long-term debt.

Spread Term Structure

is the dierence between the ICE BofAML US Corporate 7-10

Year Option-Adjusted Spread (remaining term to maturity between seven and ten years)
and the ICE BofAML US Corporate 1-3 Year Option-Adjusted Spread (remaining term
to maturity less than three years).

A maturity between seven and ten years roughly

matches the average maturity of a long-term bond in our model with

γ = 0.1284.

The

maturity of less than three years is the shortest maturity available in FRED.

B.3. Parameter Sensitivity
In this section, we provide results on the sensitivity of key model moments with respect
to parameter values.

Table B.2 and Figure B.4 present results from the benchmark

model with long-term and short-term debt (Section III.F) for dierent sets of parameter
values.

Benchmark

corresponds to the parameter values calibrated to US data given in

Table 1. In addition, results are shown for four dierent sets of parameter values. In
each case, only the indicated parameter value diers from the values given in Table 1.

 γ = 0.4:

The main benet of borrowing at long maturities is that fewer bonds

need to be issued each period to maintain a given amount of leverage.
long-term debt therefore saves issuance costs.
long-term debt from

0.1284

Using

Increasing the repayment rate of

(average Macaulay duration 6.5 years) to

0.4

(average

duration 2.4 years) implies that rms need to roll-over their long-term debt at
higher frequency which reduces the benet of borrowing at long maturities. The
equilibrium share of long-term debt falls. The lower stock of outstanding long-term
debt induces rms to reduce average leverage relative to the
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Benchmark

case. The

Table B.2: Parameter Sensitivity - Model Moments
Benchmark

γ = 0.4 σε = 0.75

ξ = 0.45

η=0

Leverage: Debt / Assets

29.3%

21.4%

24.1%

33.1%

21.5%

Long-term debt share

75.4%

58.2%

79.0%

66.0%

26.8%

Average credit spread

2.3%

1.8%

3.3%

2.5%

1.7%

Default rate

2.6%

1.9%

3.3%

3.3%

1.8%

GDP volatility

3.1%

2.8%

3.0%

3.2%

2.7%

Note: Each column corresponds to a distinct set of parameter values. Benchmark is the equilibrium of
the benchmark model with long-term and short-term debt (Section III.F) using the parameter values
given in Table 1. All other columns use the same set of parameter values with the exception of the
indicated model parameter. Average credit spread is the issuance weighted average of the credit spread
on short-term debt and long-term debt as dened in Table B.1. GDP volatility is the standard deviation
of linearly detrended annual ln GDP.

t and Output Growth t + x
Note: Bars show pairwise correlations between annual growth of total rm debt at the end of year t
and GDP growth in year t + x. Each group of bars corresponds to a distinct set of parameter values.
Benchmark is the equilibrium of the benchmark model with long-term and short-term debt (Section
III.F) using the parameter values given in Table 1. All other four-bar groups use the same set of
parameter values with the exception of the indicated model parameter.
Figure B.4: Parameter Sensitivity - Firm Credit Growth
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average default rate and credit spreads fall. As shown in Figure B.4, total rm
debt co-moves more strongly with contemporaneous output at the higher value of

γ.

This reduces the volatility of leverage and credit spreads and thereby lowers

GDP volatility from

3.1%

to

2.8%.1

 σε = 0.75: An increase in the standard deviation of the rm-specic capital quality
shock ε from 0.6519 to 0.75 leads to higher default risk. Firms respond by reducing
average leverage. However, higher default risk increases the sensitivity of the longL
term bond price p with respect to rm behavior. Firms' incentive to increase
leverage and default risk during a downturn at the expense of existing creditors
is reinforced. As shown in Figure B.4, the increase in leverage during a downturn
can be strong enough for debt to

rise

when output falls. The contemporaneous

correlation between debt and output becomes negative.

 ξ = 0.45:

A reduction in default costs from

ξ = 0.669

to

ξ = 0.45

shifts the trade-

o between the tax advantage of debt and expected default costs in favor of higher
average leverage and default risk. As explained above, higher default risk increases
L
the sensitivity of the long-term bond price p with respect to rm behavior. This
amplies the counter-cyclical behavior of leverage and credit spreads and translates
into higher GDP volatility.

 η = 0:

A reduction in the debt issuance cost from

0.0077

down to zero implies

that debt roll-over is now costless. This reduces the disadvantage of borrowing at
short maturities. The equilibrium share of long-term debt falls. The lower stock
of outstanding long-term debt leads to reduced average leverage, default risk, and
credit spreads. As shown in Figure B.4, the lag in total debt with respect to output
disappears. Without `slow debt', GDP volatility falls to 2.7%.
As shown in Table B.2, even in the absence of roll-over costs rms issue small
positive amounts of long-term debt in this model. In Jungherr and Schott (2020)
we show that, ceteris paribus, rms prefer owing a given stock of debt in the
form of long-term rather than short-term bonds. The reason is that the positive
probability of future default lowers the expected repayment of long-term debt from
the rm to existing creditors. Because of default risk, rms discount the future at
a higher rate than creditors.

B.4. Business Cycle Model - Frictionless
Figure 6 of the main text displays impulse response functions of a frictionless open
economy business cycle model without default costs, taxes, or debt issuance costs. The
Modigliani-Miller irrelevance result holds in this environment.

1 For comparison,

GDP volatility is 2.6% in the constrained ecient allocation, the frictionless model,
and the short-term debt model.
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B.4.1. Setup
There is a unit mass of ex-ante identical rms. The production technology is the same
as in the benchmark model with long-term debt. Firm earnings are given as

ζ

zt kitψ lit1−ψ + εit kit − wlit − δkit − f
The rm-specic idiosyncratic earnings shock

εit

(A8)

is i.i.d. and follows a probability dis-

ϕ(ε) with zero mean. As in the long-term debt model, productivity evolves
ln zt = ρz ln zt−1 + t , where t is white noise with standard deviation σz .
kit and labor lit are chosen at the end of period t − 1 after zt is realized.

tribution

according to:
Capital

Just as before, there is a representative household with GHH preferences over consumption

with

u(·)

Ct

Lt :

and labor



L1+θ
t
,
u Ct −
1+θ

being strictly increasing and concave, and

(A9)

θ > 0.

B.4.2. Optimal Firm Behavior
Conditional on

kit

and the realization of

zt , an individual rm chooses labor to maximize

static prots:

lit =

(1 −

ψ)ζzt kitψζ

1
! 1−(1−ψ)·ζ

(A10)

wt

Optimal capital demand solves:

1
max − kit +
kit
1+r

Z

∞


(1 − δ)kit + zt



kitψ lit1−ψ

At = zt


+ εkit − wlit − f ϕ(ε)dε

(A11)

−∞

subject to (A10). We dene the protability term

1
1−(1−ψ)·ζ

ζ


·

(1 − ψ) · ζ
wt

At :

(1−ψ)·ζ
 1−(1−ψ)·ζ


− wt

(1 − ψ) · ζ
wt

1
 1−(1−ψ)·ζ

(A12)

This implies for optimal capital demand:


kit =

At ψζ
(r + δ)[1 − (1 − ψ)ζ]

 1−(1−ψ)ζ
1−ζ
(A13)

B.4.3. Equilibrium
Denition: Competitive Equilibrium. Given a realization of zt , a competitive equilibrium consists of (i) quantities of capital kit and labor lit , and (ii) a wage rate wt , such
that:
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1.

kit

and labor lit satisfy (A13) and (A10)

2. The labor market clears:

1

wtθ = lit
The parameters

r, ζ , ψ , δ , θ, σz ,

and

ρz

are left unchanged with respect to the

benchmark model.

B.5. Business Cycle Model - Short-term Debt
Figure 5, Figure 6, and Table 3 in the main text report results for a business cycle
model of production, rm nancing, and costly default in which rms use only shortterm debt. This short-term debt model shares most of the setup with the long-term debt
model described in Section III of the main text. A key dierence is that rms cannot
issue long-term debt now.

B.5.1. Optimal Firm Behavior
z0,

Given a realization of aggregate productivity
S
vector {k, l, ẽ, b̃ , ε̄} which solves

1
max −ẽ +
1+r
{k,l,ẽ,b̃S ,ε̄}

Z

∞

an individual rm chooses a policy

h
h
ii
k − b̃S + (1 − τ ) y + εk − w(z 0 )l − δk − f − cb̃S ϕ(ε)dε

ε̄
(A14)

s.t.:


1−ψ ζ

y = z 0 kψ l

 1
ζ(1 − ψ)z 0 k ψζ 1−ζ(1−ψ)
l=
w(z 0 )
h
i
S
0
S
ε̄ : k − b̃ + (1 − τ ) y + ε̄k − w(z )l − δk − f − cb̃ = 0
k = ẽ + pS b̃S


Z
1
(1 − ξ) ε̄
S
p =
[1 − Φ(ε̄)](1 + c) +
q ϕ(ε)dε
1+r
b̃S
−∞

B.5.2. Equilibrium
Denition: Competitive Equilibrium. Given a realization of z 0 , a competitive equiS
0
librium consists of (i) a rm policy {k, l, ẽ, b̃ , ε̄}, and (ii) a wage rate w(z ), such that:
1.

{k, l, ẽ, b̃S , ε̄}

solve the rm problem A14

2. The labor market clears:

1

w(z 0 ) θ = l
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Table B.3: Short-term Debt Model - Parametrization
Parameter

f
σε
ξ

Description

Value

xed cost

0.1653

st. dev. idiosyncratic shock
default cost

0.67
0.194

Most parameters are left unchanged with respect to the benchmark model. We adjust
the values of

σε

and

ξ

in order to match the same average leverage ratio (29.3%) and

the same average credit spread (2.3%) as in the benchmark model. We also change the
value of the xed cost of operation

f

in order to maintain zero rm prots on average.

Table B.3 summarizes all parameter changes with respect to Table 1.

B.6. Business Cycle Model - Constrained Eciency
The only dierence between the recursive competitive equilibrium described in Section
III.F of the main text and the equilibrium for the constrained ecient case lies in the
nature of the rm problem. The value function

W (b, S)

V (b, S)

in (24) is replaced by the value

which solves:

W (b, S) =

max
φ(b,S)={k,ẽ,b̃S ,b̃L ,ε̄}

pL b − T (b, S) − ẽ

s.t.:

∞



i
L
0
q + W (1 − γ)b̃ , S
ϕ(ε)dε
ε̄
h
i
0
S
L
S
L
q = k − b̃ − γ b̃ + (1 − τ ) y + εk − w(S)l − δk − f − c(b̃ + b̃ )
ζ
y = z 0 k ψ l1−ψ
 1

ζ(1 − ψ)z 0 k ψζ 1−ζ(1−ψ)
l=
w(S)


0
L
0
ε̄ : q + W (1 − γ)b̃ , S = 0
1
ES 0 |S
+
1+r

Z

h

0

(A15)

k = ẽ + pS b̃S + pL (b̃L − b) − H(b̃S , b̃L , b)


Z
1
(1 − ξ) ε̄
S
p =
q ϕ(ε)dε
ES 0 |S [1 − Φ(ε̄)](1 + c) +
1+r
b̃S + b̃L −∞

h

i
1
L
p = g(b, S) =
Ez0 |z [1 − Φ(ε̄)] γ + c + (1 − γ) g (1 − γ)b̃L , S 0
1+r

Z
(1 − ξ) ε̄
+
q ϕ(ε)dε
b̃S + b̃L −∞
The state-contingent tax T (b, S) in (A15) is specied such that in equilibrium: T (b, S) =
pL b. This makes sure that W (b, S) diers from the value V (b, S) in the decentralized
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model only because of dierent rm behavior.

C. Empirical Literature on Seniority and Covenants
Market participants try to mitigate the commitment problem generated by risky longterm debt through various contracting features such as seniority structures or debt
covenants.

While a formal analysis of these instruments is beyond the scope of this

paper, in the following we provide a brief overview of the empirical literature on this
topic.

Seniority:

(68%).

The majority of U.S. corporate bonds consists of senior unsecured bonds

Subordinated debt makes up for only

less than

25%

5%

in value (Gomes et al., 2016), and

of the number of bond issues (Billett et al., 2007).

Secured debt is an

alternative way to grant priority to certain debt claims. Secured debt is less than
of the number of bond issues (Billett et al., 2007), and less than

20%

20%

of the value of

issuance (Benmelech et al., 2020). In the cross-section of rms, the share of secured debt
is higher for rms with higher default risk (Benmelech et al., 2020).

Covenants:

Firms exert a negative externality on existing creditors if they increase

default risk by issuing additional debt and by reducing equity injections or increasing
dividend payout. The empirical literature nds that less than

25%

of U.S. investment

grade corporate bonds include covenants which restrict the issuance of additional debt,
and less than

20%

feature restrictions of rms' dividend policy. Nash et al. (2003) doc-

ument that 15.66% of 364 investment grade bond issues in 1989 and in 1996 feature
restrictions on additional debt. 8.24% include restrictions of the rm's dividend policy.

2

In a sample of 100 bond issues between 1999-2000, Begley and Freedman (2004), Table
2, p. 24, report that

9%

contain additional borrowing restrictions. The percentage for

dividend restrictions is identical (9%).
late that

22.8%

Billett et al. (2007), Table III, p.

707, calcu-

of 15,504 investment grade bond issued between 1960 and 2003 had a

covenant which restricts future borrowing of identical (or lower) seniority.

3

a covenant which restricts dividend policy.

Reisel (2014), Table 4, p.

a sample of 4,267 bond issues from 1989 - 2006 that

5.9%

17.1%

had

259, nds in

of investment grade bonds

feature covenants which restrict additional borrowing or the rm's dividend policy. In
the cross-section of rms, these covenants are more common for junk bonds than for
investment grade bonds (Billett et al., 2007; Green, 2018).
While debt covenants are relatively infrequent for investment grade corporate bonds,

2 Of the 496 bonds considered in their Compustat sample, 120 feature additional debt restrictions
(Table 3, p. 218). Of those, 57 bonds are investment grade (Table 4, p.220). It follows that out of a
total of 364 investment grade bonds (Table 2, p.216), 15.66% feature additional debt restrictions. Out
of the full sample, 99 bonds include restrictions of the rm's dividend policy (Table 3, p. 218). Of
those, 30 bonds are investment grade (Table 4, p.220). It follows that 8.24% of the investment grade
bonds in the sample feature dividend restrictions.
3 Future borrowing of identical (or lower) seniority is restricted by funded debt restrictions (4.5%),
subordinate debt restrictions (0.8%), and total leverage tests (17.5%). Issuance of secured debt (with
eective priority over existing debt) is more frequently restricted than unsecured debt. Dividend policy
is restricted by dividend payment restrictions (12.1%) and share repurchase restrictions (5.0%).
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they are widely used in bank lending. Roberts and Su (2009) document that covenant
violations are frequent and that they impact rm behavior.

However, the mere ex-

istence of a restrictive covenant may not be sucient to grant protection to lenders.
Covenants are frequently weakened by ne print clauses (Ivashina and Vallee, 2020),
and in about two thirds of all covenant violations creditors take no action and there are
no consequences for the borrowing rm (Roberts and Su, 2009).
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